It is shown that if a McLain group is perfect, then it is superperfect. The proof involves demonstrating that any dense linearly ordered set has the apparently stronger property of being superdense.
Introduction The study of McLain groups M(S, F) offers an attractive interplay
between group theory and combinatorial set theory. This arises from the choice of a linearly ordered set S in the definition. Recall (from, for example, [4] , (6.2)) that this involves considering the vector space V over the field F whose basis elements v are indexed by elements of
x S . M(S, F) is then the group of linear transformations of V into
itself generated by those transformations of the form 1 + ae (a e F , x < y in S ), where e sends V to v and annihilates the rest of the basis. A simple example of the interaction referred to is the wellknown result (proved, for convenience, in §3 below).
PROPOSITION 1.1. M(S, F) is perfect if and only if S is dense.
Here we follow standard terminology, calling a group perfect if generated by commutators of its elements, and a set 5 dense if whenever x < z in S then there exists y in (x, z) (that is, x < y < z ).
Our aim is to provide a significant strengthening of this result, as This extra structure is employed in Section 3 to give a grouptheoretic proof of the following:
Our theorem is of course immediate from the three propositions. It should be remarked that the theorem can also be established without invoking the notion of superdensity [2] , albeit at the expense of rather more group theory. The proof of Proposition l.U can be seen as grouptheoretically simpler, in much the same way as the proof of superperfectness of Steinberg groups in [I] simplifies that in [3] by exploiting the canonical filtration of the index set (the natural numbers), and so avoiding the need to establish the equivalence of all possible candidates for splittings. Also, of course, Section 2 is likely to be of interest in its own right.
Set theory
In this section we prove Proposition 1.3-Suppose that S is a dense linearly ordered set. We shall say a sequence [C.} of non-empty subsets An application of Zorn's lemma now yields a maximal d-sequence
\M.\ . We claim t h a t UM. -S . To prove t h i s , we distinguish two cases.
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In t h i s event, as ( a , b) i s dense, we again embed Q in (a, b) .
As before, l e t \Q•} be a d-sequence for Q , and consider \M. U Q.} .
If 1s Is
This sequence clearly satisfies condition (i), leaving (ii) and (iii) to be checked in order to demonstrate that it is a d-sequence. First, M <J Q is dense in U[M. U Q.) 5 for suppose w G M and 2 6 U9. with W < z .
Is tf It
Then there exists x £ U §. such that x < z . However, since 
Group theory
We first establish Proposition 1. To decide whether or not any other relation is a consequence of these, consider any finite product of the generators which is not made trivial by This lemma is a consequence of the observation that, because a and
Our task, once o. has been defined, is to show that it is a homomorphism, in other words, respects the relations (3.l)- . For the definition first, for each x in 5. choose an element y of S.\S.
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I' 1-X such that x < y < z whenever x < z in S. 
